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Dramatics Class to Present Annual
Federico Lorca Play Friday
HigginsHasLeadin
D
D'· f
~lalma .epIscI~g
VI ages In paIn

' .
StrIckland'sHumor
In Latest Cartoon
B00kN ow F or SaIe

The House of Bernarda Alba, a
drama about women : in the viiIages of Spain by Federico Garcia
Lorca, will be a studio performance presented by the Dramatics c l a s s and
produced
by
Wig and Candle on Friday, May
19 at 8:00 p.rn. in Palmer Auditoriurn. The author states that
the
three acts of this play are intended
as a photographic document.
The cast of players includes
Muriel Higgins '52 as Bernarda
Alba, and Shirley Kline 52, Frances Wilcox '53, Patricia Preti '52,
Mary Harrison
'52, and Helen
'Schiff '53 as her daughters Angustias, Magdalena, Amelia, Martirio,
and Adela. Other members of the
cast are Jean Patur '53- as the servant; Ruth Stupell '52 taking the
part of La Poncia, a maid; and
Teresita Agurcia '52, Brenda Bennett '53, Joan Bloomer '53, Sari
Buchner '51, Cordelia Ettl '52, H.
E. Hamilton '52, Barbara McOonald '53, and Betsy Porter '~3 as
mourners.
The back stage staff will be
Elizabeth Gosselin '52 and Jane
Graham
'53 in charge of costumes; Eleanor SouviUe '52, properties; Aloise Kanjorski '52, and
Ann Hutchinson '53, lighting. Jantee Rawson '53 and Helen Johnson
'51 are doing make-up and sound
effects, while Noel Green '53
is in charge a f so u n d e ffects. Zelmira Biaggi, Elisa Curtis, Antonio. Rebolledo, and Malcolm Jones of the Department of
Spanish, Margaret Hazelwood, of
Wig and Candle, and Josephine
Ray of the Dramatics class are.
faculty advisers for the f>roduction.
Of the play, Edwin Honig; c:-itic;
says, " ....
it seems to ,mtlcipate
the condition of Spain. on ~he
verge of its self-destructIon. WIthout claiming for the play any specifil political intentiop, what could
See "Dramatics Class"-Page
7
)

This Too Shall Pass. This is the
intriguing title of the latest crealive effort of a Connecticut College student. Janet Strickland, a
member of the junior class, has
drawn and published a cartoon
book depicting typical life here at
Connecticut.
This pictorial resume of college
activities covers everything from
freshman
posture
pictures
to
Laurel Chain on Class Day. Within its covers are also found' the
trials and tribulations of competitive sing and melodrama, the joys
of the snack shop, the problems of
the majors. All these memories
of college
years are presented
with a distinct and quite uproarlous humor.
"Streaky," an art major
and
cartoonist for NEWS, has embedied in the forty-two pages the true
spirit of the light side of Connecticut. It doesn't take much for
each one of us to see herself in
one of these cartoons. This Too
Shall Pass makes an excellent
girt for those who know anything
about Connecticut, as well as a
wonderful keepsake for you.
Copies of this original cartoon
book will sell for seventy-five
cents. You 1nay get your copy in
the college bookstore or by contacting Streaky who lives in Jane
Addams House.
---------

Graduation Exercises
.
•
To Be Held Sunday, June .lI;
Dr • Ralph Buuche, / Speaker
'
SENIOR

CALENDAR

Sunday, May 21
Annual Senior Outdoor
Vespers

..... Outdoor Theatre, 4:45 p.m.

Saturday, May 27
Senior Prom
Thursday, June 8
Senior Banquet.
Saturday, June 10
Class Day,

... Knowlton salon
......................
Lighthouse
..............
_.~

·lmto Be
French FI
, Presented May 20

-----

Ix

l~.i~~~~:

its sensitive touch.

ara

.

Inn, 6:00 p.m.

Arboretum,

2:30 p.m.

Sunday. June 11
Baccalaureate Service, Rev. Bishop G.
Bromley Oxnam: Speaker. .
.. Chapel, 10:30 a.m.
Graduation Exercises, Dr. Ralph J.
Bunche: Speaker
..
Auditqrium,
3:30 p.m.

Reverend Oxnam is Bunche Is Eminent
The Baccalaureate In Govt. Service,
Speaker This June UN, and Teaching

.
Reverend BIshop G. Bromley
Oxnam, the speaker at the Baccalaureate
services over Commencement, is a man versed
in
many fields. His degrees include
AB at the University of Southern
eaurornia: STB at Boston Universtty: DD, 'College of the Pacific;
LLD at Ohio Wesleyan; and D Sc.
at Rose Polytechnic Institute.
.
He was professor of SOCialethics at the University of Southern
California, 1919-1923, and profesSOl' of practical theology at Boston University School of TheolThe traditional Senior outdoor ogy. He was president of De
vesper service will be held in the Pauw University in Indiana, 1928outdoor theater on Sunday after- 1936. Reverend Oxnam gave the
noon May 21 at 4 :45. According to Merrick lectures at Ohio Wesleycustom, the speaker on this occa- an in 1941 and was the Lyman
sion is the' choice of the Senior
hIt
Y I·
1944
a e In
.
•
c;lass, and this year will be p;rofes- Beec er ecturer a
He is a member of the AmerIcan
Sal' George Haines of the hIstory
Academy of Politic~l and. So~ial
department.
The anthems to be Science the AmerIcan HistorIcal
sung by the college choir are also Associa'tion and Phi .Beta Kappa.
,
.
choices of the Senior members of
Reve~end O.xnam wa~ ?rdam~d
the choir.
The Scripture iesson MethodIst EpIscopal ml~lster
In
will be read by the president
of
1916. H~ was elec~ed bIshop of
the Senior class, Janet Surgenor.
The French-made film version
MethodIst Church m 193.6.He was
The occasion' is also in part a
of Andre Gide's La Symphonie
a ~ember of t.he. AmerIcan DelePastorale will be shown in the nature service, and a portion of gatlon to RUSSIa JoD 1916, the ~res·
Palmer Auditorium on Saturday, the service is thrown open to all ident of the Feder~te~ CouncIl. of
May 20, at" 7 :30 p,m, Filmed who care to participate by reading Churches of ChrIst In A~erIca,
of the CommIttee of
against the beauty of, the ~lpu~e (or reciting) their favorite .relig- Chairman
countryside, the story s settlllg IS ious nature poems (or portions). Public Information of Metho~is.t
actually the shadowY corners
of In case of inclement weather, the Churches, president of the DiVI'
the human heart, and the plot cen- service will be held in Harkne~s sion of Foreign Missions, .a member of the General Comn:lttee on
ters around its sorrows and frus- Chapel.
Army a~d ~~~vy Chapl~Ins, ~d
traVons,
'
,
La Symphonie Pastorale IS the Magnificat Septimi Toni the offiCIal ViSitor for Jomt chIefs
of staff to Army and Navy Chap·
story of a blind orphan ,(MlChele WI"IIBe Mal"n Offering
lains in the Mediterranean theater
Morgan)
who is adopted and
of operations in 1945.raised by a married Swiss pastor Of Palestrina Society
The Reverend Oxnam also has
(Pierre Blanchar). The pastor IS
'.
.
the last to realize that his father·
At the mUSICal vesper servIce written many books of great in·
terest. They are: The Mexican in
affection is .only a thin ~iSg~~e ~~ b~ ~~~l~~~~~y ::;~:~~nc~a~
for a lover's Jealo~s pas~lOn. IS I ath Palestrina Society of the Los Angeles, Social Principles of
Jesus, R u s s ian
"'Impressions,
) IS a bItter on·
WI'f e (L'me N
J. oro
DC' e 11 e
ill present as its main 0fin a Revolutionary
looker,
and his son (Jean
e o~ege.w
f the usual polY- Preaching
Labor and
Tomorrow's
Sailly) •further compli.cates m.at. ferm?,
Magnificat Sep. Age,
ters by falling openly In 10v~rwl~ rhO?~~ni for'four mixed voices by World, and Facing the Future Unthe orphan; grown to be a ove y ~~~strina. All the verses will. be afraid.
He was the editor of Effective
woman.
'"
by the choir. The work IS a
The cast turns i~ a superb per- ~ung ample of pure modal writ- Preaching in 1929, and Preaching
often
formance,
put Michele MOfgag . ne ~tets
by Victoria, Corsi, Via- and Social Crisis. He has
and Pierre Blanchar are outs an
~ng. and Anerio wiD also be sung. been a contributor to many periodicals on social, international, ining in their deft and sUbt~e pOl'- D~~~tions will be in charge of the
dustrial
and religious SUbjects.
trayals. The story
moves very R
John Warnshuis. Organ mu·
With
all
the above knowledge
'
iJds
up
much
emoev,
I
d
b
s 1ow Iy an d b u
1"
f the period will be p aye
Y
See "Oxnam"-Page
8
tional power without ever osmg SSIC
0 h L Laubenstein:

George Haines to
S
k t Vespers
pea a

Prom, Class Day,
Baccalaureate to
Complete Events
Among the events concluding
four years of college life, as announced by Lois Papa, general
chairman of Commencement Activities, are the senior prom, Class
Day, Baccalaureate,
and Commencement to be held May 27,
June 10, and June 11, respectively.
Reverend Bishop G. Bromley
Oxnam, of the Methodist Church,
New York, will speak at the Baccalaureate Service for seniors and
their families, in Harkness Chapel
at 10:30 a.m., on June 11. Part of
the Connecticut College Choir will
assist at the service. At 3:30 in the
afternoon, the 32nd annual Commencement Exercises will be held
in Palmer
Auditorium
with Dr.
Ralph J. Bunche, Acting Assistant Secretary
General
of the
United Nations, officiating as principal speaker. Presentation of the
diplomas and degrees will follow
the main address.
Forty-eight
members of the junior class, chosen by the seniors, who will carry
the Laurel Chain during the class
day exercises, will act as ushers
during
the Commencement and
Baccalaureate Services.

Commencement
Speaker
Dr.
Ralph Bunche, is among the most
important UN delegates. His UN
work began at the Dumbarton
Oaks Conference in 1944, where
he. was one of the U. S. representauves. In 1946 he ~ecame a member of our delegation to the UN,
and si.nce then his ma~n w?r~ .has
bee~ In the 'I'rusteeshtp DI:"Ision.; Many Activities Planned
Class Day exercises will be held
he IS among Its top-ranking directors.
Dr. Bunche has also in the outdoor theater of the Arserved as acting UN mediator on boretum at 2:30 p.m., on June 10.
Palestine since 1948
The program will include the pre.
.
~etrOl.t-born, Ralph ~unc~e re- sentation . of the class gift, a
cel\~ed h~s AB at ~he University of speech by President Rosemary
by
Califor-nia, and his MA and Ph D Park, and an entertainment
degrees
from
r:arvard.
After members of the class. Preceding
post-doctoral work at .Northwest. this ceremony, the class will form
ern, Dr. Bunche studied ~t the its numerals, and sing the alma
Londo~ Sch.ool of EconomIcs an.d mater in front of the library. At
the Umverslty of Capetown. He IS this time the laurel chain will be
the recipient of a Rosenwald Fel- carried by the juniors,
and the
lowship and a similar Social SCi- class banner will be carried by the
ence R~search Council grant.
honor guard, consisting of Louise
. After. an assistantsh~p in. politIcal SCIence at the UnIversIty of
California,
Dr. Bunche began
teaching at Howard University. In
1929 he was made head of the po·
litical science department there, a
position
which he continues to
hold. His extra-professorial work
has included a survey
of the
Southern American Negro, and
of Race ETAONETAOISHSHSH
the co-directorship of the Institute of Race Relations at Swarthmore College.
Dr. Bunche has also served in
many
governmental
capacities.
During the war, he worked \'iith
the OSS, and since 1945 he has
been associate chief of the State
Department's Division of Dependent Areas. That year Dr. Bunche
was adviser of the US delegation
to the International Labor Conference. The President appointed
him 1947 head of the Caribbean
Commission.
Since 1948, Dr. Bunche has been
secretary
of the UN Palestine
Commission, and be10re his appointment as acting mediator, he
served as personal representative
of Count Bernadotte.
The National Association
for
the Advancement of Colored PeopIe recognized
the outstanding
\Vork of Dr. Bunche by awarding
him the Spingarn Medal for 1949.

Durfee, ,Betty Zorn, Corinne Fish·
er, and Sidney Brown. From 3 :30
to 5 :00 p.m., the president will en·
tertain the seniors at a garden
party in Jane Addams terrace. At
10:00 o'clock in the evening, there
will be a senior sing held on the
library steps.
General chairman of the senior
prom is Edith Kolodny. The decorations will folloW a tropical
theme, and Ralph Stewart and his
orchestra are to provide the music. Expenses will be covered by
senjor dues, and the dance is open
to all members or ex-members of
the senior class. Entertainment
will be provided by senior memSee uSenior Events"-Page
8

Undergradnates to Give
Recital in Holmes Hall
A program of piano, vocal and
violin works will be performed at
the last student recital of the
year, to be held in Holmes Hall
tomorrow evening, May 18, at
7:30 p.m. The recital, by students
of the three lower classes, will in·
elude works of .Bach, Handel, Mozart, Haydn, Richard Strauss, Debussy and Bartok. Refreshments
will be served by Music Club. All
students and faculty are cordially
invited.

Wednesday, May 17, 1950
CONNECTICUT COUEGE

P8fle Two

Construction,

Not Criticism

Amalgo is over, the decision has been made, we will abide
by it. But before leaving the ticklish question of compulsory
chapel, it might be well to pause and reflect on the preliminaries of the action, more specifically, on the discussions held
in the dormitorres preceding he amalgamation meeting. They
were heated discussions, as could be expected, as was quite
natural; but some of them assumed a rather unpleasant ria. ture. They descended to the personal level, and those in the
minority were the sufferers.
.
It is true that when one discusses a subject about which one
feels strongly, it is quite difficult to keep personal feelings out
of the discussion. However, when a student argues with a
professor about the merits of capitalism, and meets disagreement from him, she does not take a belligerent attitude, and
she does not go away nursing a haughty hatred for him because of that disagreement. Though she believes intensely in
her view, she respects his beliefs and might even incorporate
a few in her own scheme of thinking. The situation should be
much the same when she argues with her contemporaries.
Even discounting the important factor of hurt feelings, there
is always the fact that nothing constructive was ever accomplished through anger and hate, however slight the

NEWS

Art Study Tour in ~~
Europe Offered as
Prize in Con t est

Shhh _ She's resting her eyes for Generals!

degree.
,
There will be other questions which will arise, perhaps not
as controversial as this one, but which will require a thorough
thrashing out, nevertheless. If we could consider arguing an
art, a constructive art, instead of a means to aim criticism at
those who disagree with us, we'd find a much clearer atmosphere in which to effect the changes we argue about.-AMT

• • •
Wishes For Mid-Century Grads

•

The time has corne for "fond farewells." Making its last appearance in 'the 1949-50 school year, NEWS would like to address those who are making their last appearance at Connecticut College, the seniors. The world awaits, though perhaps not with open arms, and for that reason we would like
to extend this verbal horseshoe. To you mid-century graduates
here's for success and happiness. We're confident that, even
if you don't turn the next half century upside down, you'll
certainly make it look twice.

E N D A R
Thursday, May 18
'
AA Banquet.
... East-Grace
Smith House,
General Student Recital ._.....
.
Holmes Hall,
Double Octet Tryouts
. Bill 106,
Russian Movie: Moscow Pushkin
Festival .....
..,_... ..._.. ... Auditorium,

6:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:20 p.m.

Friday, ~lay 19
Acting Class Play: The House of Bernarda
AJba by Frederico Lorca .
.....Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
Prize Chapel
_
_.....
.. Chapel, 9:57 p.m.
CCOC and AA Picnic
__._._......
Buck Lodge, 5 :30 p.m.
Saturday, ~Iay 20
AA Playday..
.
(picnic at Buck Lodge, 5:00 p.m.)
French Movie, La Symphonie Pastorale,
admission 50c ..
..... Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, l'lay 21
Annual senior Outdoor Vespers,
Mr. Haines, speaker
...Outdoor Theatre, 4:45 p.m.

Monday,~lay 22
Reading Period Begins ._..__.._.~
......
Spanish Club Picnic
.....
... Buck Lodge, 5:00·7:00

p.m.

Tuesday, nlay 23
service League Picnic .._._._._._
.....Buck Lodge, 5:00·7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, ~lay 24
International Committee,
NSA Picnic ...--- ..__ ....-..-.

Buck Lodge, 5:00-7:00

CONNECfICUTeCoLLEGE

NEftS

p.m.

Friday, nlay 26
Comprehensive Examinations -......_ ......
-.-.-.-._...-_ ....
Commuters' Picnic ._..__.._.__.... .._.._. Buck Lodge, 5:00 p.m.
Music Club Picnic ..:.....
_._..._.
Holmes Hall, 5:00-7:00 p.m.

-

.

sat.urday, nlay 27
Reading Period

Swulay, ~lay 28

Music Vespers

Ends

National AdvertisingSenice, Inc.

-- -.._.....
_......
-_ ..._-..-...-.__.-.-_...-..

CiJJkt. P"blWffJ

R.,,-UftIIOlirM

420 M"OISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
C,t1c.~o • aosroll . La. AII.. rlU • 5 ... F.... clSeo

.,._.._ _..__ ._

_._ __

Buck Lodge,
.. Commuters'

Wednesday. ~lay 31
Final Examinations

Begin _...-

Thursday, June 8
Final Examinations

End .....

.

Chapel, 5:00 p.m.

Monday, ~lay 29
Review Period Begins .-.-.-------- .._- .
Student Government Cabinet
...Buck Lodge, 5 :30 p.m.
Picnic _.-.- ......
-...-_._- ....-_.-.-.Tuesday, ~~ay 30
Review Period Ends -..
News Picnic ..._ ..._...-...._...-~..Meeting for All Girls
Going to Europe: .

Member

A••ociated Collegiate P
Intercollegiate P .

5:15·7:00

p.m.

Room, 6:45 p.m.v

EDITORIAL

STAFF

Editor: Anita Tholfsen '51
HELP
WANTED
Associate Editor: Olga Krupen '51
Managing Edlto,,: Monica Lenox -52
WThis is a.human interest .tory.
AS!llstant l\lanaglng Editor: Eva Bluman '53
. e know a dog that is interested
News Editor: Joan Wardner '52
Feature Edit .
Copy Editor: Ann McCreery '51
or. Pat Wardley '52 ~ a human. This dog has exceptonal qualifications. She is a sevAssistant Copy Edltors: Virginia Bowman '53 SaIl W'
,
en-months-em Alsatian with grey
l\[usle Editor: Natalie ~wen '51
Art EdJtor: J~ne 109 .53
Sports Editors: Mollie Munro '52, Sue Rockwell '~2Stnckland '51 fur and beautiful eyes. Her referReporters: Beverly Benenson '51 Diane Blan '52 B
Brownstein '511-~ShellaBurnell -'52, PeE:'gy6abaree et§~ Blaustein '52, Susan ences are - excellent: Mr. G. L.
Mary Ireland 'sa Harriet Kane '53 Pns Me
'5
' Martha Harris '51 ~Olb, Spanish department,
and
Muir '51, Ann Oldham '53, Phyllis pledger '53YS~n 1, Susanne Mink '52 Ja '
r. Kasem.Beg, Russian depart'53, Allee weuu '52, Jean wesseter '52, Frances vJil~g~e,~'53,
Marion Skerk~~
3
ment. Anyone desiring this dog'S
Advertising Manager: Barbara Thorn son ;
Clrculatlrm Manager: Margaret aiR '52 51
.
compam
tact
Mr ORS hip, free, should conBusiness 1\olanager:Lois Allen '51

.

• Kasem·Beg.
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"Fair" Weather for Freshmen

Reoieuer Calls Hoyt Recital Senior Frenzy
Most Professional This Year Reverses Sex
Of Melodrama
by Natalie Bowen
Ella Lou Hoyt's senior voice recital last Wednesday evening at
H o1mes H a 1I was easily the most
bl
memora
e of this year's
series.
There was not a hackneyed piece
on the program; the work of all
the assistants
(and there
wer.e
quite a few) was uniformly good,
's
f
was
but Pete . own per ormance
.

The Mozart aria which followed
is one of his loveliest. The soft
pizzicato of the violin, in the obligato played by Ann Very, offset
the sustained melody of the vocal
line to perfection, and close team\'~ork and precise timing between
VIolin and voice made the difficult
cadenza an excltlng thing.
The greatest advantage as far
!
as I can see, of contrasting
Deo~ a highly professional
level, bussy's and Faure's settings of En
WIth no earmarks of a student re- Sourdine and Mandcline, is not
cltal about it. She sang four lan- t~e difference in vocal interpretaguages with complete clarity
of tton, which is not dissimilar, but,
diction, at home in each of them rather, the difference in the techand she got beneath the surface of niques of two composers handling
each song to release its fullest ex- the same-material. Faure tends to
pressive content.
generalizethe
mood of the poems
In the Schumann
song cycle -c-especlally En Sou.rdine-~y
enPete hit her stride. Her voice was trusting all expressive qualtty to
capable of an amazing degree of the voc~l line. The piano is likely
color variety and, although
this -to co.nsist .me~ely. of a set of. arlistener did not know German, she peggr, as It did ill En Sourdine.
had no trouble in discovering the Debussy, on the other hand, lavmood of the songs. To sing such Ishes as much care ?n the piano
music with restraint is difficult part as on the vocal line, resulting
but this was done, with doubled in n:u<:h more co:,centrated and
effectiveness,
especially
in the specialfzed expression.
.fourth song of the cycle, where Authentic French Style
the woman has just received her
The hushed
mood of his En
engagement ring.
Sourdine fa
a pl
t b.
,r
ex m e, was es a
Slow Reverence
hshed from
. the first bars of the
.
This song in each case had an accompaniment,
and
nothing
almost
reverent
quality
to it could have
be~n T?ore gr-aphic
which was brought about
by a than, the twangs In h~s Mandoline.
slower tempo and a less passion- ~ete shFr~~cr stYledI~ as authsenate interpretation
than one ts ac- ICas er a Ian an
e~man. he
t
d
A
sang the two songs
WIth comcus orne to h~ar.
t the end, the pletelydlfferent color values, and
husband has died, and the woman th F
h
ise and ' t 1
. r .
lth h
.
Th"
e rene was preCIse an In e ~s lYIn g. WId er. me mo rIes. fiS ligible throughout.
b a so t
lS exp1 ame
mUSIca 11y y
and withdrawn repetition of the E Martha
Alter's song cycle . of.
'1 D' k'
piano part at the_beginning of the
ml y IC m~on poems wa~ s~mcycle inspired
composition
on ply and effectlvely set, :emmdmg
Schumann's part, and a wonderful one .somewhat of An:-encan. folk
but of piano playing
by Frank mUSIC.Th~ last song, m par~l~ular,
Widdis Pete's accompanist. Pete, 50unded hke a Negro SpIrItual.
,
P t'
d' t'
'th
by her facial expression
and
e e s IC lOn I.n ese so.ngs was
stance did not break the mood al- perfect;
the mserts WIth
the
though not singing until the ~ery poems printed on them served
end.
'
only to rustle at the worst possible times. Twas Just This Time
Last Year, one of the most moving of the poems, was sung with
deliberate understatement,
almost
See "Hoyt"-Page
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Trippe's Fanciful
Flights Acclaimed
' t e
By All LIS en rs

S d tIt
d
week-I
tu en s n orme

by Suzanne Mink
Mayhem is the only word to describe the atmosphere at Palmer
Auditorium last Wednesday evening. Popping balloons, streamers,
screams from girlish (?) throats
were the indicati?TIS that Melodrarna was here again.
.
When the audience
settled down,
the Seniors presented the traditional melodrama, an opus entitled
Frontier Frenzy or Water We Doing Here? This subtitle is a good
example of the type of humor that
the authors
injected
into the
show. The jokes were corny, but
could anyone imagine any more
apt?kind of ~umor fo,~ a melodrarna. Such Iines as Our udder
h.aIf is our budder hal~" got terrfftc yaks from the audience-and
~~me good-natured
groans
and

hisses,
Hissing
the villain, of course,
was a must. The villain in this
piece was a woman, Ivy Poyson
(Barbara Mehls) . a switch on the
stereotyped moust~che - twirling
namesI.s. As guardian of the only
water In the town, she was properly hated by all in the cast and
th e au diience.
N aura
t
11y everything turned out in the end-the
milktoast young man she vamped
returned to his true love, the town
got the water, and the audience
went awa hap
y
py.
The cast performed well, and
they obviously
enjoyed
themselves in their cavorting. Since aImost the entire senior class partic'
Ipa t e d ,1't Wall Id be d'ffi
I CllIt t 0 SIngle out any stellar performances.
The dancing, the singing, the acting-all
were performed in a spirit of fun with no attempts at pol. h d
t'
IS e ac mg.
.
Sue LIttle and Bert Trager are
passing on to Sue Askin and Rennie Aschaffenberg. the directors of
Melodrama next year, a tradition
of fun and laughter
which will
serve as a shining example of the
old hiss-and-boo show.
See "l\Ielodrama"-Page
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Junwr l"~USZC(l I
Ca II ed Best 0if
Sh OWS 0if ~ear
T

•

;II

•

Trippe i~to Storyland, the
ly story-telling program ~eard at
10:15 on Saturday mornings over
station WICH, Norwich, is completing its first year of broadcasts.
~~
Students
helping
Miss
Mimi
The announcement
has been
Trippe, our librarian story-teller, made that this summer the Inter.
in running the program through- nat,'onal Congress of Students will
h
b M k M
t thO
t
. clude Carol
Wit out any dou t
a e
ine
~~a~e I~5gasas y~~~~ncer;
Leda be held in Pragu,e, Czec.hoslovak- Man-Size was the most captivatTreskunoff '51, 'in charge of musi- ia, from August 14 until August ing show given on campus
this
cal atrangements;
and Emily Fan- 28.
--..
year. It had a su~e·fire formula:
da '53, Peggy Park '51, and Betty
Any students who plan. to be in V{onderful music, enthusiastic perJ Floyd
'52 who have been til'?ers Europe this summer are especial- formers, and an audience ready to
and taken . the part
of VOices.
~..'
Trippe into Storyland's success Is ly notIfied of thIS Congress WhICh live and die with it.
evidenced by the fact that station will be attended by .stude,:ts from
The music deserves
first menWICH has asked Mimi Trippe to all over the world mcludm.g Rus- tion. It was the heart
and subcontinue her programs next year, sia, India, Africa~ Indones~a, and stance of the show. Both the musincreasing them to thirty minute other I~on Curtam cou:ntrIes. A ic and the lyrics were written by
broadcasts.
dele~ation froI?" thbeUthmtecd
Stat~ts Leda Treskunoff
and
Beverly
h'l is bemg orgamzed
y e omml - Tucker, junior music majors. The
Throughout the year ~any?
I - tee for International
Student Co- result of their combined
efforts
dren have written t? MISS TnP1~ operation, 144 Bleeker St,
New was remarkable, if we may judge
to tell ?er WflhatstorTlehstheeCYhwl'ldr°uen
York City. This organization sent by the snatches of the songs all
most, like to ear.,
e,ts ilons
,
I
to the l'nformation to our NSA and over campus. And it was a pleas·
receIved pe~sona mVI ~
~
further information
can be ob- ure to have the composers right
see the s1udlO performance·~f The tained from Judy Clippinger in
'Hobyobs
on Saturday,
Apr.n .29. Jane Addams House.
there in front of the footlights,
Miss Trippe also issued an mVlta.'
giving a smooth two-piano rendition to any other
children
who
~st sUI?mer the festIval, whiC~ tion of their own work.
. h d t
tt d
was held m Budapest, was pUbhThe opening song by the chorWIS e
0 a en .'
cized unfavorably for ,the pro- us was We're Here for an EducaAbout h~enty chiIdr~n a~d five Communistic actions of the Amer- tion, a gay and tuneful number
parepts. enJoyed the entertam~ent
ican delegation of students. Since
at set the stage for a sampling
of'smgmg songs and watchmg
it is the only opportunity for
pictures being drawn before .the American and Russian students to
broadcast.
They also
practI~ed meet and exchange ideas, it is im- to leave-anyone
~vho is considersaying "good-bye" together WhICh portant"'to have an intelligent and ing this venture
is advised to
was used to finish the program. representative group of American think twice.
After the story was told: ballOO~s students in Prague this year to
The Congress affords an opporand lollypops were pr~vIded. It IS try to undo the harm done by last tunity for exchange of political,
no surprise that the Chlld~en were year's group. It is an unusual 'Gp. cultural, and educational ideas of
so thrilled by the whole ~rece~ur~ portunity, and any girls who ar~ youth from all over the worldthat they have asked TrIppe m~ interested are urged to find addi- with the emphasis and purpose of
Storyland ~o have another studIO tional information.
the Congress
being to achieve
performaI!ce. on June 17. n M~~
However, in view of the recent peace and a common ground of
an? Bob StrIder were ~~~ b~oad- happenings in Prague this week understanding
for students
the
chIldren who attended
'th the American embassy asked world over.
cast..
WI

Of International

PralYlleConference

t:h

Photo by Chloe Bissell

Anne Becker, freshman song leader, shown accepting the winning Sing cup from l\lr. Arthur Quimby, head of the Music
Department.

Freshman Vitality Wins Sing
Becker Leads Class Victory
Competitive sing this year produced an amazing display of vitality on the part of both the freshman class and their song leader,
Anne Becker.
Wednesday night, May 10, saw
the class of 1953 obtain first place;
the sophomores under the direction of Julie Ann Hovey, second
place; while the juniors, directed
by Beverly Tucker,
took third
place; and the seniors, led by J 0ann Cohan, placed fourth.
The freshman song was entitled
Mornin' Mr. Sun. The music was
written by Anne and the words by
Joan Flugleman. The sophomore
song, which concerned
Mascot
Hunt, had as its composers Mary
K. Lackey and Betty Blaustein,
while Arlene Hockmap and others
wrote the lyrics. The juniors,
changing their harmonies,
sang
about the various majors. Music
composer was Bev and authors of
words were Alice Kinberg
and

of college life. In the opening
dormitory scene, Prue Merritt and
Paula Meltzer seemed natural and
at ease. Paul~ lent just the :ight
appeal to Isn t It a Lovely LIfe.
We must confess that we didn't
partIcularly
notice the mUSIC of
The Charleston. LauraJ~e
Lutz's
hilarIous verSIOn of the Charleston was all-occupymg. It was that
good! MargIe Weeks proved herself a natural comedienne in the
plaintive I Wanna Get Pinned.
The library scene was the weakest in the show but it had its delightful mome~t:;, like the reaction of the students to Mr. Strider's presence. The scene was slow·
moving, but the enthusiasm of the
chorus (in this scene and the others) was the vital .factor. Among
the members of the chorus, Judy
Adaskin,
Nancy
Barnard,
and
Joan Pickus were especially diverting.
The dance by Myra
Tomback
gave 'halance to the library scene,
but we would have-preferred
a litJ..)

tIe more dance and a little less
frenzy. Nevertheless,
Myra
was
effective.
Be Mine brought Prue Merritt
and :Mr. Robert Strider together
in a pleasant duet, Mr. ~trider being present thJ;'ough ·the courtesy
of Prue's dream. Prue's voice was
dulcet and clear, and Mr. Strider's
enjoyable as always. But Mr. Strider might have looked at Prue as
he sang those romantic
words.
After all, it was her dream. The
hit sOl}g of the operetta was the
blues
number,
After
Awhile,
which was sung by Gloria Jones.
;The last song of the third scene
featured Rolda Northrup, Naomi
SaHt, and the chorus. The Sweetheart of Good Old Days was portrayed by Rolda and caricatured
by Naomi.

Beverly
Benenson.
The senior
song, had as its subject four years
of college life. Joey composed the
music, and Elaine Title wrote the
words.
The judges were Miss Florence
Warner, Miss Ruth
Wylie, and
Mr. Fr-ank Widdis.
Mr. Arthur
Quimby opened the competition
by telling the history of the cup.
Last year it was won by the present seniors. In order to earn permanent possession
of the cup, it
must be won three
times. The
first cup awarded was won by the
class of '35.
After the hard work involved in
the preparation -of the songs, it
was gratifying to hear the musical talent and spirited
performance of the classes and their leaders.

Arrival
of Koine.
On Campus Causes
Pause in Studies
The 1950 KOINE, which finally
came out last week, proved to be
another one of those many
ex,cuses for delaying work for an
hour or so this past weekend. The
very able staff under Nancy Puk1m, editor·In-chief,
started
workmg o~ the book in February
of
theIr JUnior year, and by the time
June came around, they had most
of the book planned.
The. book is dedicated
to the
late Miss Caroia L. Ernst. A theme
based on the windows
around
campus was selected for sever<!I
reasons. First of all, they represent the .b~i.ldihgs themselves
and the actIvIties that take place
inside. Also,
the
view
seen
~hrough thes~. windows
~ymbol~zes the changmg perspectIve dul'·
mg the four years of the class of
1950. The seniors
thought that
this t~eme would lend itself to the
g. college I,He and woul,d
m e amnof
he 1th
p
elr memOrIes to remam
green
.
One proof of how fast the good
word about the new KOINE
is
s~reading around is the growing
dImensions of the list of girls who
are signing up for it in the fall. AImost every senior wa's loyal and
ordered a KaINE with many juniors doing the same.
At present
the sophomore
and freshman
c.la~es seem to be on the waiting
lIst In large numbers.
The staff includes Nancy Puklin, editor-in-chief; Anita Manasevit, assistant editor; Barbara Gold,
business manager; Beth Youman,
art editor; Ann MacWilliam, literary editor; Diane
Roberts
and
Beryl Smith, photography editors;
Mary Jo Mason, circulation managel'; and Dorothy Hyman, advertising manager.
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realize this, despite the fact that
we have no "check." Rather, the
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sincere interest in the Chapel programs will be seen next year after
we have actually tried the new
system. As Babbie said, before be-
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its present stand on FEPC, and by
its constant' attempts to discredit
the State Department, the GOP has
subverted its own stated ends, It
has had its measure of success,
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amination." This is to be written
before the test begins.
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The Style Shop,
128 State street

I think the most important job
for all of us, now that we have
thought out each problem
and
come to a decision, is to abide by
our decision and realize our responsibility in upholding our systern. We should be more conscious
of the honor system under which
. live as a result of the discuswe
srons of the pros and cons of writlng the pledge. Again, we are giving the voluntary Chapel attendance a trial period, and it is the
responsibility of each of us to

Honor Court regulations; and the
wording reads, "1 promise not to
give or receive help on this ex-

The
"Finest in Food"
Served
In a deUgbttul atmosphere
by candlelight, In the cosy
Phone

into

voted down. So, continuing with
Proposition III, it was passed, and
wording B was accepted. The final decision,
therefore,
is that
there shall be a re-wording of the
pledge of honor for examinations,
to be administered according to

'S
IABREY
HOTEL
RESTAURAIIT

o~::

suggestions

question
of the
pledge
was
brought up. First the motion was
made that we abolish the pledge;
Babbie then read the pros and
cons of having the pledge. After
a short discussion period, the metion was voted down. Proposition
I, that "each student when taking examinations
shall write a
pledge of honor for each exam ination," was then passed.
Next,
Proposition II, that "the present
pledge of honor shall be retained
on examinations and administered
according to the present
Honor
Court regulations," was rejected.
Last, then, Proposition III, that
"there shall be a re-wording of the
pledge of honor for examinations,
to be administered according to
Honor
Court regulations," was
brought up. First we voted on an
amendment to strike out the last
phrase, and this amendment was

Crown Restaurant

D::~

all the many

ing

a coherent and all-inclusive set of
propositions. They did an amazing job in thinking out all the
problems, and our hats are off to
Babbie for her skill in presentaIon.
After two announcements,
the

. 1------

Registration Frustratwn

Chapel question was a motion to
vote
on Proposition IV second,
then II. then III. This motion was
carr-ied. Proposition I, that "the
present
regulations
requiring
Chapel attendance twice a week
under the Honor System shall be
retained without any change" was
voted down immediately. Babbie
then proceeded with Proposition
IV, which was voted in. Hence, as
Proposition IV reads, "Voluntary
Chapel attendance shall be put on
trial for a temporary period of
one semester, at which time the
question shall be brought
up
again for reconsideration."
An
amendment
was passed to the
proposition to the effect that we
shall reconsider the Chapel questton at the end of next year, provided the decision in February
is to keep attendance on a vol untary basis.

by Ann l\IcCreery
In writing a report on Amalgo,
we must first commend Cabinet,
House of Rep, Student Organizations Committee, and all the others who lent a hand in organiz-
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tation in the house of representatives. There seats are allotted by
,
towns, with one representative
(Continued from Page Three)
per town except for those which
were incorporated .before 1818
(when the present constitution in a monotone style and devoid of
by Sally Wing
recent report of the Connecticut was
written) or have a population
"Everybody is for good govern- Commission on State Government of more than 5000. These two lat- any surface emotion. This interment-",
but every pressure Organization.
This document tel' groups each have two mem- pretation, coupled with a bleak osgroup is also eager to keep its Stresses the decentralized and Il- bel'Sin the house.
tinato in filths on the piano, was
own special interests undisturbed logical management of the funcDespite the many compromises most successful in conveying the
-c-even at the expense of reform- tions of government.
ing,,'a poorly-organized system of
State government, said Mr. each special interest group be- pathetic quality of the. poem.
ieves essential, Governor Bowles
government. With this as h.i.s Logue, is almost a forgotten part land
his committee are trying to
The program concluded, in Hghtmain topic, Mr. Edward Logue of the federal system of governbring
about
reform.
With
this
in
er
vein. with two Mozart duets, in
spoke to an audience composed ment. Half a century ago, state
mind,
the
governor
prepared
a
which
Pete was assisted by Janie
largely of government students, legislatures originated radical
on Tuesday, May 16. ,
ideas; but they have quieted down message which included many Wassung. The two sopranos, of
compromises, but did preserve the similar'coloring and height, made
Mr. Logue, adviser to Governor over the years. People ~,avfi "kernel of reorganization." Per- a charming picture, and their
Bowles' Committee on Labor and learned now that they can get haps this may help to bring about I voices, Pete's golden, Janie's silEducation based his talk on the wh.at they want" in Washing.ton. eventual reform.
vel', complemented each other
,
ThIS, however, should be avoided
because it would lead to too much
@,,, ..,,,..,,.. ,,..... ,,,,,, .. ,,..,,,,...... ,,·,,,,, ..,,,,"'· ..··0 centralization. and take power
~ BEAUTY WANTED'
~ away from state governments.

Reform in State Government
Discussed in Logue Speech

I

Hoyt

Five

Theduetsbroughtto

beautifully,

a fitting close a recital which gave
a great deal of pleasure to a large
and appreciative audience.

KNITTING

I

YARNS

100% Virgin

Wool

at

HOME ARTS CORNER
9 Union Street

I Miss A:;rfc~C~agean't ~""~
~i~~~:~retF;e:~~~~~J1{~l~;~
the executive branch, even though

~

To Select
the governor theoretically has the
"Miss New London of 1950" ~ "supreme
executive
power."

many boards and agencies also
have authority. despite the fact
that they may have but a tenuous
connection with the governor.
In the judicial branch, need for
- reform is apparent in the appointVictory Theatre - June 6 ~ ment of judges. ·As political ap0.....
,.......
,,,,,.,,
..,,""'
....
'11111.""''',,,,,, ... ,,,, .... 1]] pointees, they .create more work
for the governor. because of the
time this duty consumes. and be- ,
cause of the fighting of factions
• FOR THOSE MIDNIGHT
over the privilege of naming
judges. In regard to appoint"FEEDS"
ments, Mr. Logue stated that
"confirmation (by the senate) is
(All essential to morale)
not a cure-all," because officials
should be responsible to the govGo to
ernor.
Reform is needed also in the
stafe legislature. The' senate,
BElT BROTHERS
which is supposedly redistricted
after every census, has not' b~en
60 Main Street
reallocated since the early 1900's.
COMPLETE LINE OF GROCERIES
There is also gross misrepresenwinner to compete in Conn. State;
Finals to select "Miss Conn." tor=National
Finals of the "Miss::
America"
Pageant
at Atlantic ~
City, N. J., Sept. 4-11, 1950.
::
j:
_
REGISTER NOW _
~

New England's Famous Shore Dinner Wharf
7 Miles East of New London

NOANK, CONN.

Open June 9t~
SPECIAL GRADUATION WEEK·END MENU,

DINNER
•
·82.50
Choice:

Charcoal Broiled Live Lobster
Skippers Dressing -

,

[

Drawn Butter

Seafood Platter

Soft ShellCrabs, Scallops, Crisp Fried Peanut Clam,
Clam Fritter, Vegetables

Southern Fried Chicken
Vegetable Platter
I

In New Orleans, Louisiana, a favor-

s

ite gathering

spot of students

Tulane University

,

at

Steak -. Minute Filet Mignon

is the Student

Vegetable Platter

Center because it's a cheerful place
-full

of friendly collegiate atmos-

phere. And when the gang gathers
around. ice-cold Coca-Cola gets the
call, For

MENU UPON REQUEST

here, as in university

haunts everywhere--Coke

RESERVATIONS

belong s.

ABSOLUTELY

Ask for it either way .. - both
mean the same thing.

'trade-marks

SKIPPERS DOCK

,

NOANK, CONN.

BOrnEO UNDER AUTHORITYOf TflE COC...·COLA COMPANY IY

coca-co
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Company of New London, In..
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Looking Back
by Zan l\ofink and Allie \Veihl
A review ... once over lightly
.. of campus events during the
past year ... Second largest class
D:t CC's thirty-five y.ear history arnved on campus
In October
to

Mascot Hunt was upon us before

we realized it, but the sophs failed
to out-sleuth Babbie and Co....
Thespians gasped at the modern
dress
productions
of
Shakeslearn .ne'\vnames. new places, new speare's immortal
works pertheortes ... and to meet the CG formed by the 'Margaret
Webonslaught in Knowlton Salon
ster
group ....
CC population
______________
increased with the addition of

Phone 4269

Moran's Shoe Box
Beautijul Shoes jor Women
11 Green St.

Just Beyond Lott's

Dean's
Grill Casino

three foreign exchange students
thirteen transfers, seventeen ne~
faculty members, and the return
of Dean Burdick ... Dr. Conyers

COLLEGE

NEWS

in attendance .. _ The big social
event, ~id·wjnter formal. topped
off the month of January.
February brought UN weekend,
with CC playing the host to Icreign students. dirin:.arie!= of the
U ,and students from other ('0)·
leges
. Gaiety was the keynote
of the r-osr-war Services Benefit
Bridge as CC'ers avidly bid for
faculty members as waiters
and
waitresses ... The Boston S:-mphony was heard by a packed audience and ... oh yes .... a few of
us took some mid-term exams ...
March began
with Madame
Pandit
giving us an inspiring
speech about India at convocation
.. The last of the Concert Series.
a recital by Alexander gorovsky.

indicated that the college year
was swiftly passme 0:1 ...
Jose
Limon and company gave a dance
program for the cenefit of the

IFive A;ts weekend, Derby Day,
Father s Day, and other happenings too numerous to mention ...
It's been a bUSy year!

Dance Scholarship Fund ... Fran- iJ
cis Ievens and B.Hbara Blaustein I
walked away with the ~rize.s in

C FIL·M CO

A.B..

the essay contest about "Why Is
the giemocratlc Way Important?"
... All agreed that the Comp2Httve Plays were fine, but no cup
was awarded since each class
failed to uphold the honor system
... Ten astute seniors were added
to Phi Beta Kappa .'
CC went
wild with elections, and Babbie,
Jo, and Frick were chosen to head
the slate . . .
April and May brought Competitive Sing. May Day. Junior Prom,

I
I
I

74 Bank Street
New London'S

Only Photographic
St d ts l
u en s ;

.

Store
....

10% Discount

On All.PhotographiC Purchases
.
. •
Developmg and Prmtmg
24 Bour Service

Read spoke on Britain's problems
at the Lawrence Memorial lecture
. Friday and Saturday cut statistics. compiled by Maryelizabeth
S~fton, created a Iuror on campus
Wlt~ students opposing
possible
actton by the administration
Trumbull-CC relations
were encouraged and discussed in a forurn.

November began with the Community Chest drive ... Freshmen
once again invaded Knowlton SaGroton. Conn.
lon, this time to charm the Yalies
... AA's Halloween party was a
"Where the Gang
booming success as usual ... InGets Together"
telligence personified appeared in
the form of Mimi Otto. Winthrop
Scholar of 1950 ... The Pushkin •
l3n..........." ..." .." ....." ...." .....·"",,·,, ..,"' ...""0 ~estival was a big success, featurmg plenty of talent in all fields of
art ...
Commuters
walked
off
FISHER FLORIST
with all the honors at the Community Chest· carnival..
House
Varsity Flowers
presidents were elected
. Miss
Jacynowicz performed brilliantly
for
in a Chopin recital ... The college
took off for Thanksgiving
vacaAll Occasions
tion ...
December's first big event was
Wire service to all the world
the Soph Hop ... Senior Day arrived. and with it groans from unTel. li800
104 State St.
Tel. li960 ~ derclassmen
... Wig and Candle
produced The Silver Cord, with
&1.... ".",,, .......... ,,.,, ....... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,"',,,,,,.,,0
Muriel Higgins giving her usual
stellar performance ... Attempts
were made. after much criticism,
to give Quarterly
a boost
.
President Park and Mr. Cobbledick returned from cross-country
trips made in the Interest of the
college ... Last event before v::tcation was the Christmas Pageant.
an excellent production . . . and
then we scattered ... for
two
weeks of rest. pleasure, and . . .
The New Year began with the
proverbial bang with FreshmanSophomore
Week.
Professors
Margenau and Elliot and President Butterfield of Wesleyan gave
us keen insight into the various
fields of education .'
Feverish
planning began for the Ellrflpean
trips under the leadership of Keller and MacWilliam ... The culture that month was provided by
Halo Tajo, basso of the Met, and
there was a presentation-s-a good
one too--of The Spook Sonata by
the Play Productloa class ... The
first mock arbitration was staged
and was deemed a success by all

Dine' and Dance

I

Seifert's

Bakery

225 BANK STltEET
Phone 6808

NOTED

STAR-D'S
COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE

YOU

• Prescriptions
• Drup

• Toilet Goods

• FIlms
• Magulnes

•

Cigarettes

tor

FILMS PBOCESSED BY MASTER PHOTO FINISHERS
IT'S HEBE WIIEBE YOU HAVE A CDABGE AOOOUNT
AND YOUB CHECKS ABE CASHED

STARR

BROS.,

INC.

Re:tall Drug Store
PHONE

666li

TWO DELIVEBIES

SPECIALISts

REPORT ON

30-DAY TEST OF CAMEL SMOKERS •••

Nat one single 'case rlthroat irrifatiori

Always trade at

_ AS CONNECTICUT

THROAT

TO DORM DAU.Y

due ill smoking CAMELS
Yes, these were the findin s f
a total of 2,470 weekly e:a=i no~d throat specialists after
dreds of men and women hnations of the throats of hun ..
Camels_ for 30 consecut' w 0 smoked Camels - and only
Ive day~.

Make your own 30.Day
'amel MILDNESS
Testin
.J
"T Z
"(
YOur
•. one Tfor Thro'.It
Tf or Taste.).
,...

Wednesday,
,,,

,,,,,

,,

,,

,,,,,,,,,,

,,

10

"

"""

"

'

GYMANGL~S
bY Sue Rockwell and 1\lollie Munro
""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,.,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,, ,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,"',,,,
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IDTSANDRUNS
Baseball
is quite the sport
'round the campus at the present
moment, with the juniors taking
the honors in the interclas~ competitions. They beat the Sophs 5
to 4 in a close one and then the
freshmen 5 to 3. Their ace pitcher,
Streaky, seems to havea lot on that
ball. The freshmen and the sophs
will battle it out for second place
next week, so watch for the results.

APERITIFS BY AA
May 18 is the big night! The AA
banquet will be held that evening
in Grace Smith-East and the main
course alone is enough to make beat the freshmen.
seniors will battle
any athlete's mouth water.
class championship.
REPORT OF SHOWERS FOR
CCOC'S
DOIN' IT
LAST MONDAY
Here's an invite to all
Surprises
were' in order for
seal holders, board members and
Fordle last week when AA sprang participants in the Student-Facula shower for her down at Buck ty baseball game on Friday, May
Lodge. The gifts appear to have 19. Come to Buck Lodge for supbeen a gentle reminder that cook- per after the game.
Remember
ing lessons should begin soon!
you must play in order to be a
guest so sign up on the gym bulEL!!lCTION RETURNS
Bunny Bradshaw was elected so- letin board if you would like to
cial chairman of AA and Bunny join the fun.
Newbold was chosen as publicity ACEY ARCHERS
chairman. Bouquets to the BunNo, it isn't an'Indian attack. It
nies!
is Barb Lammert, OUT freshman
archer, who happens to be topping
TENNIS TALLY
Quarter finals coming up! Al the archery ladder. From all disHess earned the quarter
final tances, 50, 40, and 30 yards Barb
bracket of the all-school tourna- is out in front. The archery comment by defeating
Sal Condon, petition has been going on in class
6-3, 8-6. Geordie Albree defeated and other results are posted on
Sue Askin to gain the round. the bulletin board. The competiMatches involving Bunny New- tors have picked up a few helpful
bold, Sue Crowe, and Sis Brainard hints from some archery movies
have still to be played before the that were shown to them on one
quarter final entries are complete. of those rare. rainy days we had.

ceoc

These gals deserve much credit
for defeating a large field of
seeded players. Check the bulletin
board for times of the late-round
matches and come out and watch
.some tennis played in Forest Hills
1
style.
A glance at interclass competition finds that the sophomores defeated the juniors and the seniors

Umpire Is Valuable
The most valuable player award
as far as the girls are concerned
went to the umpire. Without his
all around play the daughters never could have been victorious.
Time after time when the arbiter
would take the field to call close
plays he would bump into the
father who was about to catch the
ball. The umpire was also in the
center of a little "rhubarb" that
started
midway
through
the
game. The father
catcher,
Mr.
Willard, . exerted illegal in fluence
over the opposing batters. He took
it upon himself to tell the girls
when to strike. The umpire objected but the incident was closed
quickly. The president
of the
league said, in a statement issued
this morning, that Mr. Willard
would not be fined.
The umpire, who has requested
that we do not print his 'name for
THE WORD·ISreasons apparent to all, cnowed
H you modern dancers have not once again that he had complete
returned your leotards by the time control over the game when he
you read this coltmn,
make ordered the daughter pitcher, Kay
Nelles, to roll down her blue jeans
haste! 'No ugh said .

Around the, Town
by Beverly Benenson

Cabinet Activity
Exceeds the Past
The usual routine work of Cabinet has been supplemented
by
many outstanding
achievements
this year. Suggestions to change
several-rules were made by Cabinet and voted upon favorably by
the student body in Amalgo. Now
girls may wear shorts when going
directly to the playing fields. We
may come up alone after dark if
we take a taxi.
One rule was passed because of
the feeling, prevalent for several
years, that the Freshmen are .too
restricted. Now before Thanksgiving freshmen may stay out until
12 I on Saturday nights, but they
must remain on campus.\ \
Another rule which ameliorates
the difference between freshmen
and the upperclassmen
has also
been changed. Usually the house
juniofs act as freshmen pro~isional house presidents, -but thls has
been changed
so that freshmen
are appointed to be house presidents in their dorms until the regular house president
is elected.
This rule gives the freshmen ~e
opportunity to work directly
~n
stUdent government
organs
m
September instead of waiting un·
til December.
Two other changes have been
considered by Cabinet. One is the
honor pledge during exams, and
the other is the question of comPUlsory chapel.

That old F~ench saying, "One
man's meat is another man's poisson" is nowhere so applicable asin
the field of humor. Laughter is a
personal affair, and my idea of a
truly comic writer might drive my
best friend to the Yale Record.
Suffice it to say that I have always considered Max Shulman,
author of Barefoot Boy 'With
Cheek, an exceptionally
funny
man, and that his new book, Sleep
Till Noon, was a sad disappointment.
Broad TargQ;t
Sleep Till Noon was written
with the intent of satirizing the
Great American Middle Class; the
Canadian border, you will admit,
is only a slightly broader and
more vulnerable target.
All the
stock elements of the Shulman
craft are present; the hero, Harry
Riddle, is a happy idealist whose
repellent physique hides a truly
Innocuous character. Harry, a red
blooded manic-depressive
from
the lower, lower class is reared !n
a neighborhood where t~e main
recreation
is, the playing
of
Squish! (Dropping heavy safes on
passing policemen). Harry's Iather influences the course of our
hero's "life" by advising him to
rise above his surroundings, Le.,
Get Rich, and Quick. So our boy
hoodwinks Esme Geddes, a toothsome heiress, into marrying him,
and thereby raises his income and
blood pressure a cool million percent.

Bennett Speaks on
Work of Country~s
Bureau of Prisons

DaughtersBeat
DadsinAnnual
Baseball Game

by Sue Rockwell and Mollie Munro
Saturday afternoon at Connecticut's own Ebbets Field, a highly
touted father's team dropped a
close decision to their annual rivals, the Dangerous Daughters.
The defeat may be chalked up to
the loose defense of the father
team. The girls played well behind the thirty hit pitching of Kay
Nelles and Olivia Brock. In spite
of the prevalence of errors
the
father
team was a determined
bunch. Mr. Colgan on first base
really gave the old college try and
rumor
has it that he was approached after the game by a rnajor league scout. All five of the
father outfielders made some miraculous misses which they attribThe sophs and uted to faulty sunglasses. As for
it out for the batting, Mr. Fricke and Mr. Andrew were the run producers for
their team.

Harry is now a member of the
Upper
Bourgeoisie
God save
'.
them both. T~rough
his eyes,
those weasley, Innocent eyes, we
see exposed all the "shortcomings
of this maligned Class of Mater-ialists. You know the chronicle:
false pretensions illiteracy Inces.
'
.'.
sant guzzlm.g, mad, mad lllfid~lIty,
to say nothing of spotty business
ethics. Well, here is God's plenty
for satire, and for the genuine article I ref~r you to Thurber. and
S. J. Perelman.
Trite Treatment
Shulman, however, has overreached himself. For one thing, he
continually repeats the same situations, even word-for-word phrasing, that have appeared
in his
other works. There is new material but with its treatment I seriously quarrel, Areopagitica
not
withstanding. Mr. Shulman could
have used a judicious censor for
his latest brain-child. Much of the
book is plain vulgar, and I don't
mean the healthy ribaldry of the
Feather Merchants.
It's not in
good taste, and what's worse-I
think I'm giving myself away here
-it's not very funny.
Shulman fans are going to.read
Sleep Till Noon, anyway,
of
course. But for those wh6 are not
yet on reading terms
with the
Maestro, I heartily recommend
any of the early books in whic:h
our Cynical Simpleton was at hIS
hysterical best.'

SeVeD

Mr. James Bennett, director of
federal prisons, spoke to sociology

and economics majors, last Thurs.day night,
on the work of the
United States Bureau of Prisons

and its efforts to improve the present set- up.
Speaking informally in the Faculty Lounge, Mr. Bennett first defined the purposes of prisons as
being three-fold: to prevent crimto cover the ankle. Laura Wheel- inals from
committing
further
wright was sanctioned for not ap- crimes; secondly, to retrain and repearing in spikes-in
fact for nc t adjust these criminals, and thirdappearing in any shoes.
ly, to educate them in worthwhile
From the press box in the up- and profitable trades.
Mr. Benper deck both teams looked poten- nett said that the movie imprestially great. The competent mana- sion of prisons is false, because
ger of the daughter
team, Kit prisons do not create in criminals
Kalkhof, urged all fans to return the fear of committing future
next year for more fun. The man- crimes, and that,
unfortunately,
agerof
the father team did not 60 per cent of them
return
to
have much to say except that his prisons within 5 years.
boys would have to pay more atIn discussing the prisoners' attention to training table rules if titudes, Mr. Bennett showed how
they expected a victory next year. many prisoners feel resentful and
tend to place the blame on someone else-the
"I've been framed"
Comprehensive Grades attitude. An innovation to/ help
change this attitude is a new techWill Be Given May 29 nique of group therapy, where the
prisoners talk' together
and air
Notice of the results of the
their "gripes" and complaints. Alsenior comprehensive
examithough the success is still to be
nation will be given to the stumeasured,
the outcome
looks
dents through the college post
hopeful.
office on Monday afternoon,
May
29. Any student who
Each feder-al prisoner is considmay have failed will be inered as an individual. Case workformed by the President or by
ers and psychologists delve into
each man's past, write to his parher major advisor one half
hour before the general anents and friends, give him psychological tests, and try' to layout a
nouncement.
program for him. This program
includes a wide variety of educational programs,
75 in number.
The "student's"
progress
is reported continuously,
and if he
does not respond correctly, he
Because of the success of the may be forced to go to a place like
Community Chest Drive, Connec- Alcatraz, where there are only
ticut College will be able to bring about 200 prisoners. Another Innotwo foreign students here to study vation is the set-up of a new peni- on full scholarships
during the tentiary, where no evidence of recoming year, instead of only one, straint, such as walls and cells,
as has been previously
done. is evident.
These scholarships are financed
Mr. Bennett gave some interestby the Student Friendship Fund, ing
statistics
concerning
the
which is a part of the Connecticut 17,344 federal prisoners, 26 federCollege Community Chest.
al institutions, three camps, one
Beryl Smith, business manager institution for medical and mental
of the CC Community Chest, an- cases, and one for women. The
nounced that the collected sums women prisoners are kept busy
with such educational courses as
were allotted as follows:
leatherwork,
farm
work,
and
Red Cross--$1000;
World Stuhousework.
dent Fund-$1700; Post War ServMr. Bennett explained that inice Committee-$1200;
Service
stitutions are starved for money,
League-c-Sfif for Learned HouseHome Economics Club-$10; Stu- and for this reason the Federal
Prisons can not do a better job.
dent Friendship Fund~$3300.
The
money
was
collected
through
the Community
Chest
Double Octet to Hold
Carnival, and through the soliciting in the dorms, done under leadTryouts on May 18th
ership of Ann Mitchell, chairman
Doubl'e Octet tryouts will
of the Connecticut
College Combe held Thursday, May 18, at
munity Chest.
7 :00 p.m. in Bill 1!J6. This will

Carnival Proceeds
Given to Charity

r

Dramatics Class
(Continued.

from

PSg-6 One)

be clearer now than that the painfully destructive tradition which
Bernarda perpetuates through the
victimization of her daughters belongs
to the triumph of... those
forces which pushed hope and dignity out of Spain and almost out
of the world."

News Picnic Will Bring
Entire Staff Together
For the first time in its available history NEWS will celebrate
the start of finals with a picnic in
Buck Lodge Tuesday, May 30, at
5:15. Entertaining
the old and
new staffs will be a complement
of freshman editors and reporters, headed by Eva Bluman and
Sally Wing. Any and ali NEWS
workers of '49-'50, and those-to·be
for '50·'51, are invited to come and
share in the fun!

be the only tryout so everyone who is interested is urged
to attend; the group plans to
take
in five new members.
Those who plan to tryout
should
see Helene Paris in
Blackstone for a copy of the
music.

Melodrama
<Continued from Pal'e Three)

The cast of Frontier
Frenzy
consisted of Glo (a wanderin'
maw), Marguerite Stark; Jones (a
wonderin ... paw), Anne Russillo;
Clarabelle
Puranstrong,
Gaby
Nosworthy;
Caspar Peesabuvall,
Edmee Busch; Ivy Poyson, Barbara Mehls; Oaf, Margie Neumann; Liz, Jane Wheeler; Marne,
Pat Into; Ed, Sharley
Bennett;
Whimpey, Jan Pinney;
Gwendolyn, Phyi Clark; Gertrude, Bobbi
Gold; Gus, Candy Canova; Grand·
maw, Barbie Biddle; and Piano
Player, Joey Comn.
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Beaming over an engagement
that's only been official since last
night is Lyn Malizia '50,
~ Saturday
-h
h
..
\\ ose orne IS in utley, N. J.
0
date has yet been set for her marriage to Robert SChlegel, of Allen.
I town, Penna.
Bob, who attended
'I Penn State , where he was a mem ber
in
. fof th'Theta Chi,
til now·11works
A
.t
ill
t
II
h
h
I
IS
a
ers
tex
e
rrnu.
S
any
h
• -J ~ w.
~ you, t. e woe
KB
~ltuatIon 15 quite complicated. Lyn

I

& Da\"ld Rrien

Crawford

In

THE DAM:\'ED DON'T

CRY
also

STAGE COACH I'm
Start; Sunday, May 21
LOVE HAPPY

I

and

WITHOUT HONOR

•

Now Playing
THE OUTRIDERS

Thur8day Nile
Nite on Stage

Starts Friday
THE ~lAN IN THE EIFFEL
TOWER
Starring
Franchot Tone, Charles Laughton
and Burgess Meredith
In Color
plus Co-Hit

I
I

(Continued from Page One)

•..

I bers

of the Shwi:f'fs and the Double
.~.~ ~
'!P.'~
Octet. Comprising the decoration
d
~.
.'"';,~~
committee.
headed by Frances
Kellar, are Beth Youman, Alison
.
d C nthia
Perr-itt. Jean CrIes, an
Y.
Jobs with a'Future
Hill. The refreshment commIttee
is under the leadership of Mary Secretarial training-the
Gibbs wayAnn Clark. In order to relax aft- leads
successful business careers.
lPrik College Cour.reDean for cawing
eneral examinations
all sener
g
.
.'
.
t
tors are cordially mVlted to aSSIS
ith th d
r ting of Knowlton Z30 Park Ave.• NEW YORK 17 33 Plymouth st..MONTCLAIR
WI
e ec? a
foI E. Supefior 51., CHICAGO 11 1S5 Angell st. PROVIDENCE 1\
Salon on Fr-iday afternoon, May
Marlborough st. BOSTON 16
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now engaged to the brother of seniors are on world affairs.
26.
the man who is pinr:ed to the girl
And yet another
diamond
on
by whom she was mtroduce~ ~o campus. This one belong to Jo ~
_."
~b. Last summer ~he ~as VISIt- Pelkey whose five year friendship
mg Candy Canova 50, l~ Allen- (romance")
with Charles
Shep-~~~H
ST.
TEL. 4633
town, who was d~ting Bob ~ broth- herd of Neenah, Wisconsin, culmier. Lyn h a d a bl In d .d a t e WIIh B0 b nated in an engagement on May
" '-J~UJ"'-'"
through
the C?T-I.DlVanCe
of the 6. Charles, who is a junior at Yale,
other two; and it was apparently
is a member of DKE
Skull and
a blind date with very happy re- Bones, and next yea~ 'Will head
We l\lake J{epairs on:
suits.
Dwight Hall (an organization stmRECORD PLAYERS HOME RADIOS
"Mike" McNabb '51 - not even Hal' to our religious fellbwship.)
her fiance calls her Mary- is now
He and Jo plan to be married
CAR RADIOS
engaged to a man she's known during the first week of August
ever since she was 13. A graduate and will live in New Haven. Jo
We carry General Electric, Sonora and Motorola Radios
of Yale, where he was a Phi Gam, will commute to CC from there
and Hobby Supplies
Bill Burin, now attends Western next year.
Reserve Medical School in Cleve.
J
-land, Ohio. "Mike,''' who comes
from Poland, Ohio, has been going with Bill for four years now.
The wedding date has been set for
June. 1951.
After '53's triumph at Com pet
Sing last Wednesday night,
the
freshman class in general started
raising the roof. Meanwhile Ahne
Becker, the victorious song leader, retired of nervous exhaustion.
Class spirit was really evidenced
when, after Moonlight Sing, many

IS

::::::::::::::::::::::;::;::::::;::::;::::;:::::::::::~::===:::::::;;::==j
-~--~-Q--··I'·

C. & L. RADIO SERVICE'

i

1

Joel McRae & Arlene Dahl
Tele.Talent

i

members
of the class sang beneath Annie's window to show
t~clr appreciation. A boost was
given to the whole school by the.
great amount of class spirit present.
A certain KB senior is obviously befuddled by impending generalso After avidly perusing a newspaper f rom h orne, s h e su dd en Iy
r emar ked th ale
unrues weren 't
I h Iunni
logical. The date of the paper,
Oct. 24, proved how well-informed

GARDEl

Starts Wed., May 17
Joan

Senior Events

Caught on Campus

TURIER'S FLOWER SHOP

Helen Barrett

Inc.
183 Wll1IamS Street

MADCAPS
Ruth Menon Bras

':4

(tor the flat chested girl, too)

Costume Jewelry, Hosiery
Perfume, Lingerie, Leather

Jewel Boxes
All Reasonably Priced

~~~~~~~~~:;:;~~;

I nextDuring
year

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE

HILL

CAMPUS DAIRY BAR
and RESTAURANT
From a sandwich to a meal.
We deUver--Call your order
between 7 and 9 p.m.
Tel. 9838

Tel. 7519

74 Slate St.

Jewelry
C~eras
Gifts

Oxnam

of Classical & popular
Recards

SHEA'S

from Pace ODe)

combined with his schooling' in
in Japan, China and India. Rever·
end Oxnam should be one of the
finest Baccalaureate
speakers
in
Connecticut's history.

RESTAURANT

Delicious Dinners and Luncheons
Catering to Parties and Banquets
23

GoldenStreet

Phone 2-1656

.)--------------------------<.

ZACHARY SCOTT
.

\

Famous University 'of Tellas
Alumnus, says:

"I have always smoked
Chesterfields and I
know that you'll like
them, too."
~
~~IN

"GUILTY

BYSTANDER"

A LAUREL FILMS. INC.
EDMUND L. DORFMAN PROD.
RELEASED BY FILM CLASSIcS, INC.

The amount of $205.54 has been
deposited with the Bursar of Con·
necticut College for the Student
Friendship Fund. The money was
collected by the Russian
Club
through the pushkin Festival that
was given last fall as a benefit for
the fund.

(Continued

Complete Selection

DAN

the first semester
of
Dr. Edwin L. Minar,
chairman of the classics department of Connecticut College, will
take a leave of absence in order
to do research in Greek philosophy
at the University of California in
Berkeley, Calif. Taking
Dr. Minar's place will be Stanley B.
Smith, who has taught
at Ohio
State University,
,Bowdoin College, Cornell University, the University of Dlinois, and, the State
University of Iowa.
Mr. Smith
studied at Harvard, receiving his
BA in 1916, his MA in 1917, and
his Ph. D. in 1921.

pushkin Festival Money
Given to Student Fund

MALLOVE'S

'i,

Welcome New Professor
To Classics Department
First Semester '50·'51
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o\t)MlNlSTIlATION·UtuRY
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